National Date Stamp’s Guide to Adjusting the Print Strength on a RapidPrint Stamp

Sometimes your RapidPrint machine might be printing too hard resulting in more noise than necessary. If it’s printing too light, your image quality will more than likely be too dim or uneven. The following is a guide to adjusting the print strength.

1) Unplug the power for your RapidPrint stamp
2) Open the lid of the unit
3) With a small flat-head screw driver, turn the arrow seen below clock-wise to make it print harder. A very small turn of 5% will go a long way. Counter clock-wise will lower the print strength.

WARNINGS:
1) Never make these adjustments with the unit plugged in
2) Never attempt to stamp paper while the lid is open. This may result in damage to the machine.
3) Only turn this arrow a small percentage at a time (5-10%)
4) Do not have the unit print too hard. This will result in intermittent date and time skipping during stamping.